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Sub: Extension of the tenure base employees working
Asset as Field Operator.

in

MH-

Respected sir,

This has reference to the third extension of tenure base employees
working in the MH-Asset. The tenure of the following three
employees has been expired on 2Oth'March'2O76 and it is under
stood that still their names are not forwarded to competent
authority for extension. In fact before expiry date concern assets
should have initiated the file for extension as there should not be
any gap in between two tenures. Now already one month have
passed and still files are pending with asset. The following are three
employees eagerly waiting for their third extension to come. They
have already lost their one month salary. We are afraid that as
there is gap of one month, sanction for extension may not be
approved.
S.No.
1.

2.

Name
Shri. Pravin Bodhade

Shri. Sudhir Sengare
Shri. Javesh Subhedar

CPF No.
96626
96777

96758

Platform
NOO
SHP
SHP

Cast

s/c

S/C
S/T

Out of three tenure based employees two belong to S/C category
and one employee belongs to S/T category. The Drilling Services
have already moved the file of concern employees and obtained
their extension in advance.

i2

02 ii

Your esteemed authority is requested to look into the matter as it rs
very serious and delay from our side will have serious repercation
to the extent these employees may lose their jobs. Only choice with
the union is go into action by asking the individuals to proceed on
hunger strike.

olc
(Pradeep Mayekar)
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Copyto:

ffiia2t. GGM -HRo, ONGC, woU, Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mum: 51.
RO, oNGc, Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mum: 51.
; f4lrl?.2.GM -Ilc, HR/ER,
51.
\L,) -J$U^pp4lI(HR), I/c, IR, oNGc, Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mum:
I/c, HR/ER, MH-Asset, oNGc, Gr. Hts, Bandra (E), Mum: 51.
Klf++.'DGM,
"
(CL),
Bhavan, Chunabhatti Sion, Murn:22

'L.D\"

5. Dy. CLC

Shramraksha
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